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Plaza life

different purposes seen for town center
By STEVE JARAMILLO

staff writer

Amateur musicians, hacky sac
through town and
can all be found at the Arcata

players, drifters
ust killing time

passi

While the

who use it don’t see anything

wrong with t
some of the local merchants
aren’t so sure.
Norman, an Arcata resident who did not wish to
give his last name, said, ‘‘The Plaza is a beautiful

place. There’s a lot of beauty to be had here.

‘*First of all, the biggest hang out at the Plaza is
this guy
t here,’’ Norman said, patting the
statue Fg
lb
McKinley. ‘‘He’s on
he

blocks the wind for me."’
Norman, clad in white shorts and relaxing in a
full-lotus position, explained he often comes to the
Plaza to catch the last rays of sunshine on clear

“Tens

did not understand
why some local merchants were upset with the type of people who frequent the Plaza.
“*Personally, if they want to call me an
undesirable, they have a
‘ect
t,”’ Norman

said. ‘But I don’t think I’m contributing to their

loss of business.’’
Phyllis Kelly, of Kelly’s Jewelers, said the Plaza
is a nice place — but that some of its users aren't

ly so.
**Some of the people don’t conduct themselves

the

way

they

should

—

some

are

just

exhibit
.”” Kelly said.
She said she doesn’t think such conduct is limited

to the Plaza, however.
**it’s the way things have become in the world
now.”*
Russ, another Arcatan who did not want his last
name used (‘‘i’m not
for office or
anything.’’), said he also enjoys
Plaza.
**it’s a
attractive plaza and it’s usually very

Programs
may be slesived

well kept,”

said. ‘‘it’s a nice place to spend
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direct drilling only into high-resource areas.
“‘Of the five basins included
in the
lease
— the Eel, Point Arena, Bodega Bay,
Santa Cruz
and Santa Maria — the Eel River basin has less than
$ percent of the resource. The Santa Maria basin
has8S percent
of the resource, and the state
has
ae
ee ae development could take place there,"
°
;
;
Hofweber and Smith both said the state doesn't

As the decision date for new offshore oil leases:
nears, the forces
to drilling
are alignedto
battle a mandate from Interior
James
pose which would allow operations off the North
Oast,

In an interview with the San Francisco Examiner

want to transport oil by tanker.

last Sunday, Watt hinted tha' he may give the goahead for exploratory drilling.

“The infrastructure (pipeline) is in place for

transporting gas, however, there is none for vil and
this would require tankers. The state has said they'll

Watt said the nation's wealth of natural resources
is of no value ‘‘unless one knows the extent and
nature, dimensions of that wealth?”
**We must inventory the land, and it doesn't mat-

-

support a gas pipeline, not tankers,’ Smith said.
_ “Six
t of the oil spilled into the sea comes

from offshore wells,"* Smith said, ‘tand 30 percent

if it’ covered with trees, grass or water," said

att.

comes from spills by tankers.
_ “Offshore drilling would result in chronic
pollution. This would include the daily discharge of dirty
well water and muds. Not enough is known to pro-

.

Wart did say he will review the objections of
Governor Brown and other officials before making
his decision. He said he could only follow Brown's
advice if it was ‘‘consistent with the national interest."*
Watt is expected to make his decision in early

June. During the period of time allowed for com-

ment before the ee
—
citizen
ve indicated

ee
opposit

ploratory drilling in North Cuast waters.

and
to en-

Those
include Gov. Jerry Brown, a
number of
hern California legislators, the local
Coastal Planning Commission, the League of
Women
Voters, environmental
groups and

fi

k
The required Environmental inact Statement
on exploratory drilling was pe
by the Bureau
of Land Management. This EIS has drawn criticism
from various

“*The draft EIS
(Eel River) basin,

Pps.

icted only natural gas for the
but in the final E1S one page was

added to include oil. This changed the resource
statement, but there was no corresponding change
in the possible impact on the environment,”’
—
Smith, of the League of Women Voters,
**The Humboldt County Outer Continental Shelf
(OCS) Advisory Committee urged
the BLM to include oil in their environmental impact statement,
but they chose not to include that as part of their
analysis,"" Tom Hofweber, a member of the
Coastal Planning Commission, said.
“‘Sampling by the U.S. Geological Service has

found evidence of oil, in addition to natural gas,"’
he said, ‘‘but there’s no significant resource there.
The USGS says the odds are against a commercial
find. The resource is marginal and the cost of extraction could make it unfeasible to drill."

Hofweber

said California’s policy is to allow

vide adequate

resource protection

for fisheries,

such as the spawning habits of bottom fish."
Hofweber said, **Any decision to include North
Coast basins in plans for drilling would attract

more delays in court. The state would fight quite
seriously to prevent this —
One measure taken by state
. Barry Keene to
parent, or at least postpone drilling, is Senate Bill

**The bill says the Coastal Commission must prevent offshore oil rigs and onshore support systems
for four years," Greg deGiere, who works in
Keene's office, said.
Me
t

there are two exceptions provided in

.

“The first is een
would be allowed
where it is in keeping
with the local coastal plan, for

cman. down south

where drilling is already in cf-

ect.

**The second exception would allow development
where the negative impact of no drilling is greater
than the negative impact of yes drilling."’

_ The legislation, deGiere said, is intended to pro-

vide protection primarily for the North Coast
basins. He added the oil companies have indicated
their opposition to the bill and probably will fight
;
it.
SB 909 is scheduled for its first hearing on May
12 before the Senate Natural Resource oa Wildlife
Committee.
He noted California
and the State Coastal
Commission may file a
lawsuit against ant Pat
terior Secretary if a
S
sion is made to include
the
North Coast basins.
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BriefsAssociation Individual Events Tournament.

Nucioar seuiinar
A seminar

on

the medical conse-

Buchanan Room from |:
p.m.
Dr. John canara
8 representative of Bay Area
for
Social Responsibility, will moderate
the first session, ‘‘Prompt and Delayed

Effects of Nuclear Explosions —

A

Medical View.”
The second session, ‘‘Economic Effects
of the Arms Race and Strategies
for Defusing It,’’ will be given by Dave
McFadden,
co-director
of MidPeninsula Conversion
Project and
editor for the Plowshare Press.

Senior Sean O’ Rourke captured two
first-place awards plus an individual
's'
kes
ze at the contest, which
was
owson State University,
‘at

aryland, over April 10-12.
Craig Shultz finished in the quarter
finals — O’Rourke in the duo inter-

pretation
category.
Diane Smith was a quarter finalist in
dramatic interpretation.
Steven Rodeman and Greg Young
also represented HSU at the nationals.
Professor Suzanne Larson, director of
forensics, accompanied the team.

Sixth
for forensics
The Humboldt State Forensic Team
placed sixth at the American Forensic

Wilidlife conference
Local and visiting researchers will
discuss their work at the Wildlife

Society’s seventh annual Wildlife
Biology Conference on Saturday, May

Union Town
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in Repairing
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9 T06
CLOSED
OPEN
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9 from 8:

-m. to 4:30 p.m. in the
Auditorium.

banquet and dance will also be

on Saturday at 7 p.m. at the Arcata Community Center.
Admission to the conference is free,
but tickets to the banquet and dance
are $6.50 for steak or $5.50 for
meatless —
and should be purchased in
vance at the Wildlife

travel plans.
The new service is located

open from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. weekdays,
The number for the travel service is
826-3359.

Marine Lab
open house

Building.

Center Travel

Service
Center Travel Service is now open to
assist in domestic and international

WASH

The HSU Marine Laboratory in
Trinidad will have its annual open
house on Saturday, May 9.
Free tours, demonstrations and exhibits will be available from 9 a.m. to $
p.m.
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Good night to buses?
Last fall 3,500 area residents signed petitions
asking for night bus service.
Based on this strong show of support, the Arcata & Mad River Transit System instituted night
bus service for HSU on a trial basis at the beginning of this quarter.
After the first four weeks of the trial run, it ap-

pears there wasn't such a strong need after all.
The service has been averaging 105 passengers
a week — far short of the 55 to 68 passengers a

night that Sharon Batini, Arcata public transporta-

tion manager, says is necessary to justify the service.
Why are so few people riding the buses after
- a large outpouring
of support for the idea last
One answer given by both Batini and Associated
Students President Alison Anderson is bad timing.
By spring quarter a lot of students have left school
for the year. The weather is nicer and perhaps

many students prefer to walk or ride bikes.
But these are answers that probably won't hold
much weight with the Arcata City Council (which
administers A&MRTS) or the Humboidt Transit
Authority, the organization night bus promoters had
planned to ask for permanent service if the trial

and ask for night buses again (when) nobody rode
the night buses we have now,” she said last week.
A more plausible answer is that more than half
the signatures on the petitions were from College of
the Redwoods students who signed in the hope
Humboldt Transit Authority would implement a trial
service for their college and HSU. HTA eventually
rejected this plan and A&MRTS instituted a service
for HSU only.
CR is a commuter school with considerably

more night classes than HSU. At meetings where

the idea of night buses has been discussed, CR
_—
have usually outnumbered those from
if HSU students want night buses, they should
start using the service now. This trial will determine whether there will be night bus service here

in

the years
to come.
Anderson
is correct when she says, ‘If people

don't start riding

night buses),
that will be it

time as far as night buses go.”
pilot program is unsuccessful,
we hope it

doesn't hurt CR's chances
to obtain night bus service. Its students

may need

it more than we do.
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Letters to the Editor
these animals and not do
anything with them. I think
it’s a shame to shoot animals

who are doing what is natural.

Fish or lions?
Editor:
:
1 want to know

who gives

the fishermen of thi: area the
sole right to the salmwn in the
rivers up here. Who the hell do

they think they are? The sea
lion eats for survival fist of
all, while these fishermen are
fishing for profit! Who do
they think they are — God?
Do they have the preordained
right to decide who eats and
who
doesn’t around here?
Glenn Councilman is way
off base. He says, ‘You have
to keep a balance in the ocean
just as you do on land.”’ Weil,
just who the hell does he think
screwed up that balance in the
first place — Santa Claus?
He makes the sea lions look
like some kind of monster put
on this planet for the sole purpose of making these poor
fishermen go home emptyhanded to starving kids. Let’s
- something straight mister:
a lions cat lampreys! They
eat very few salmon!
He
says these animals
should be brought back to a
reasonable level. | take it he is
an authority ba’ erg
ee
and
knows t
carrying
capacity
of the

fishing areas. This must
that
knows exactly
many salmon are in the
around. here. If he does

mean
how
rivers
have

this number, | know a lot of
ae
would just love to
He says it’s a shame to kill

And don’t forget Councilman,
there is that minor detail that
shooting sea lions is illegal.
Why
do you
think these
animals were put under the
otection of the Marine
mal Protection Act to
start with
—
to harrass
fishermen? To destroy salmon
runs?
local
Wake
up!
The
fishermen who endorse Coun-

looking for objectionable activities — activities to which
they would like to deny access
to interested students.

We

all

disagree

with

something
sometime.
But
depriving
others of ues
their beliefs is oppressive a
unconstitutional. Is the men-

tality that agen

removing

our flyers the
same mentality
that justifies abridging
a
woman's right to control her
own body as well as censoring
one’s
to exercise a free

cilman’s idea are looking for a
scapegoat because they can’t
their own fishing
problems! So lay off
the sea lions.
They are not your problem —
you are!

Quick fingers?
Editor:
The Moral Majority’s reps
are here at HSU. As some of
you may already
know, the
abortion issue is
ing the
big, single-issue controversy in
the political arena. There are
two opposing factions: Pro-

Life and Pro-Choice.

Last week, a Pro-Choice
student group publicized on
oon
s for a meeting on April
.
put up on ““‘approv-

ed HSU
bulletin boards,”’ and
other boards, were gone
within a couple of days.

I have noticed this also occurs when some other groups
try to publicize their events. It

appears that some moralistic
censors with quick fingers are
creeping around this campus,

Paula Carson

bg

Se

At

Christian basis
Editor:
Campus
Crusade
for
Christ’s campaign to os
audience to hear Rusty
Wright
has scared students from
Christianity, if not drawn an
unwarranted
attack
on

—s

religion.

he sexual theme current
throughout
the waves of
advertising to sell Rusty was
an effort to coerce students to
hear a Christian view.
However,
to coerce and

manipulate
people breeds only

resentment — and, as last
week's letters to the editor obviously show, it doesn’t work.
Nor ate such tactics the
(continued
on next page)
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because matters could im-

It has been a disheartening
month for me. After helping
to compile and distribute the
leaflet of facts concerning

have
gotten some
problems meaning
of

:

||

i

Professor

Perhaps

our

out of the
societies’

wheeling sexual lifestyle.
the

Campus

Crusade for Christ’s campaign
grew out of an over-zealous
attempt to share an
of

ust

ited

an

Christians

I think oe

at-

to express
your
outrage — x wor

healthy
friends

whoever. And not just in an
effort to save
Mr. Jones’
peanen here, but to be heard

calls
letters,
and reading the weekly letters
in The Lumberjack, I see no
essential improvement in the
icament
My
personal education,
however, has been improved

impending

ticipants in the directing of our
own education.

"s, or t

among

tr,

466

community’s

t

I have been

5
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t

t

that concern us
critically —
the decisions on who will be

retained on staff to provide us

with our classroom education.

their
professors
when
uating them,’’ and that
student
nion and course
—
luctuate wee
rom

year

useless

to

to

year

listen

to

t

s

students

i

i:
ai i

buy

the

gram that meets with the favor

a

ia

a

a
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Rusty,

promoting sexual activities
among young people. So, in
to the many
who's cheapening
An organization
the many disadsex, or one who in

ing it?
is all the uproar

about a Christian organization
ting ‘“‘Dynamic Sex?”’

jost of the personals in the
back of The Lumberjack have
sexual connotations

don’t

reports) can
such ‘ way as to find a secure
spot for any person or pro-

!

i3
E
z

in promoting

opposition
editorials,
sex more?
showing us
vantages of

[|

has been my experience ¢
any given evidence (i.e. stu-

but it is not a valid reason to
attack Christian churches.
Planned Parenthood is also
an organization and is subtly

a sense is
Then what

thia Coleman and the Public
Affairs Office, the Humboldt
Statements is now printed on
white, recyclable
. For
. this weekly bulletin for
isu faculty
and staff has

Eureka’s or Fortuna’s Planning Commissions — or to the

commissions

to them,

and men can conveniently protect themselves from an
unplanned pregnancy, as writ-

HSU is extremely fortunate
to have this display and has
shown
responsibility and
sensitivity to have housed it
where students, faculty and
the publilc can see it free of
charge.
Would you have the same
complaint if artifacts from
Greece or Rome were there? |
have a suggestion for you — if

you can’t stand it one more

minute then you just stay out

of the library!
Rl

did aa

the a

this year. | guess you just
didn’t notice. After all, if
you've seen one Indian basket,
you've seen them all — Right?
Nancy Henchell

of the administration, and
likewise to scrap anyone or
anything that does not. This
leaves me feeling helpless and
frustrated because | am beginning to supect that student
opinion rolls like water off the
back of the administrative
duck. This suspicion is reinforced by the SLC’s admission
that
they
are essentially
powerless to do anything
either, and
they are the
strongest organized student
body on campus.
Hey guys, we're the ones being
served here, remember? How
is it that our opinions are the

last ones considered? We are
the ones who hear the lectures,
write the papers and take the
tests. As such we should be
recognized as the leading

authorities on teaching effectiveness.
i am

trying

not

to

HSU

students

are
to by the Student pee
Council.
Surely there are differences
of opinion
on certain subjects

among some of these commissioners and their —
Officials.

blue cad eten
camarave

ta oo

eee -

Slesas — for the Recycling
Center. This type of coneels ee
2
roy recycling system on the
campus. Regular yellow

oink

ah Feapelahie

Surely

Starr

wi

realize this is perfectly natural

con

problem s—
=

in

to

churches.
True,
Sone e not =

scretion

against waste. Thanks to Cyn-

monte i fr. asikeoet
a
add
Slpweree,
tion on this campus, but
again, could not cite any examples, for professional
reasons.

not

nominating supervisors. | also

2.

Mr. Dobkin claims to have

:

2e

fittt iatg He
re :

3

;

when making personnel deci-

well-being,

to the political system. After
all, diversity is necessary for

the health and well-being of all
ecological systems.
Finally, Mr. Starr really
should
:

z

because Dobkin believes that
‘students are overly kind to

the

rom

doubt Starr expanded his
thinking to any other county
commissions — to Arcata’s,

tributed to the positively sterling class evaluations of last
quarter’s
Darwin
course

ntopr yn fr he

people

I doubt Starr investigated
any other planning commissioners to see if they differed
with
their
respective

any

it won't
administration.

We are destined to be kept in
the dark regarding
matters

a.

get

omappoint clones of the politi-

f

Soa"S Hina ut

Editor:

to

cooperate’’

clarification
be from the

Poor

is

diverse oe
who will
serve with
interest, responsibility and concern for their

leaflet was one-sided and did

Community Council

SOrs

will
with
theircopie
part who
; ill agreeae
ideas on every single
issue.
Of course this is silly, impossible = contrary to purpose of county commisa
tg real intent, a

it Dobkin, in my April 1
meeting with him, that the

a
of it, we hopet
will
eas fears, and we oon
tinue to offer the warmth of
our friendship.

Chesbro °
or
elicit my own ideas if they
are
different
wee canereeet

them lack of a PhD, declining
student enroliment
in his
classes, lack of funding and
his
ae" banaue
=
ge.

a

lay-off,

at

hd ven Gs Ga a ae

perceive the reality of the
situation. Various official
reasons have been cited for his

than
It is

with

Jones

one

as | begin more and more to

their Christianity.
their motive, it is unfair to
this club’s advertisethics as a
°
organise
ee
religion,
as the cartoono

aia:
The Cnurch is more

Tom

ove,

I

-

ten weekly in the classifieds.
Sex has been cheapened

To be honest,

this inane attack,
was surat the extent
of Starr’s

de wet mix these

.

Center , at
details.)

workplace. | hope
follow
the
Humboldt
Statements example.
Please
purchased
or, at least,

Office

for

reduce

waste

their

efforts

and

to

increase

os,
on the Humboldt
State
University campus.
Sincerely,

Arcata

Gainer

Center

Editor:
This is in response to Tory
Starr’s letter to The Lumbera
in which he casti ted
upervisor
Danny
alsh
because he and one of his
former nominees to the Plann-

ing Commission disagree on a
water policy issue.

Band spirit
Editor:
It was recently brought to
my attention the Marching
Lumberjack
Band
might
disperse.
1 feel Humboldt
State University would suffer
a great loss without its enthusiastic band.
The reason behind the possible dispersal of the band is a
lack of funds and financial
support from the school. The
band is almost entirely selfsupported by its members except for an allocation of

$1,400 by the student body.

Members of the band tend

to feel that by being alloted a
budget

of

$4,000 a year

in-

(continued
on next pape)
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$1,400,

they would be able to
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crportualty

to state briefly, but

Editor:

ty,

. will

? An unsatiable curiousitemptation to delve

i

Sic cet tens dio clser

Little remains
to be said in would be only to the Universi» in honor of Professor ty’s loss.
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Present

» tendency
tenured away slowly
at HSU. I recently
wonderfully
of Tom Jones’ situa- has to offer
tion, as well as of attemptsto namely us,
fight the University’s decision Granted, the

Sues
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been to
at what this onceeclectic school
to its customers,
the students.
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else has
always
be with me
as a student

reasonable request for a to terminate
his many years of
budget increase by —.? superior, and above all
letter to President Alistair
Galleuted, tontiden tare. Aa
Crone.
an alumnus of Humboldt
State, as a former student of
Elizabeth Webb
i
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are a bit

unorthodox and unique, but it
is this uniqueness which—
Humboldt State its not

instantly augmented.

You don’t have

y.

{ want to stress the delight,

to be gay or ninety
to write a letter
tained at Open House and
Orientation programs and
similar school affiliated activities. Imagine the national
anthem at our football or
basketball games being played
by a record. It is the band
which brings the spirit and enthusiasm to the crowds at
these games and other school
events.
1 urge
student
body
members of Humboldt State
to support our band in their

clarity and organization with
which Tom Jones delivers a
class — any class. Under his
guidance, the learning experience is truly an exciting
one, a rewarding one, and an
unforgetable one.
He provokes thought on the
part of the students, independent, analytical t
ht. He
trains the students to think for
themselves, and at the same

Resumes
professionally typeset
Pioneer Graphics
1137 F, Eureka ©

weave into the material being
taught, and all | can say is
their dedication reaps ours, we
want to live up to the respect
of our mentors. As students
we can only grow immensely
with such professors as Tom
Jones.
Katy Parr

Berkeley

Matthews

Art & Photo

for M yout ant:
qEnIC

Ce

phot:

sang "es

Aventa

099 2942,

Announcing your passport
OMAR ues eve res
i
?, Furcka. Calif. 95501
streets.
" Third

443-9329

Five couples share how personal faith in Jesus Christ
reconciled their mariages. It has helpful
things for single and married persons

May

6 and May 7

Science 136

7:30 p.m.

THE NAVIGATORS CHRISTIAN CLUB AT HSU

This summer, Alaska is the best buy on the face of the earth.
For just $549, Wien's Alaska
® lets you chase
dream
of adventure all the way from
to Barrow. And
15
unforgettable days anytime bet ween May 1 and pte endl
It's a big story. For the whole
us a call at 800-426-5049. InWashington, coll 800-562-8222. ”

22CITIES/15
DAYS 549 WObe@a8 Nexis
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Student input sought for landscaping plan
The
ng master plan is in
ead’ ct Gane tek cae
ta
utilize the campus.
Tom
» of Eugene, Ore.,
was on campus last week to meet with
the campus
Committee and
ome his
preliminary recommendations.
4

Gallagher, a landscaping consultant

for

HSU

who

kis s boner pr lng

n-

‘elopmentand environment

ing and design, said he needs student
and faculty input.
Don Lawson, director of Campus
Projects
and
Research,
cited
Gallagher's ideas, local knowledge and
envifonmental
philosophy as qualificaadvising the university.
tions for his

Day recognizes disabled

“The plan had its genesis a couple
of years ago when
was a professor here in resource
ning and int
tion,’’ Lawson said.
master plan consists of three
parts. Since the final plan will be
drawn this summer, it is important that
student —
be gathered in the early
stages,
Gallagher said.
he main goals of the plan are:
—Education
— Visual quality

—Social goals

—Environmental concerns
By RANDY CASSINGHAM
staff writer

Disability Awareness Day will be
observed tomorrow at HSU. Several
activities are planned to help
become aware of the services availa le
on campus for disabled students.
The day will call attention to the
1981 Year of the Disabled Person, as
proclaimed by the United Nations.
Activities will begin with an address
by President McCrone in the Nelson
Hall East Goodwin Forum at 9 a.m.
and continue throughout the day.
Other activities include several films,
which will be shown in Gist Hall,
Room 225 at 10:30 a.m. and 2 p.m.,
and disabled comedienne Gene Mit
chener, who is coming from Los
Angeles for the event.
“*The purpose (of the day) is to make
everybody aware of what's available
for the disabled student,” Joanne K.
Dickson, coordinator of Disabled Student Services, said.
The
Disabled
Student
Services
Center assists 70 students who have
some form of disability.

—Safety

Dickson said a new electric cart for

—Circulation

blind or wheelchair bound students will

be in operation as early as this week to
transport them to class.
For more information about tomor-

row’s events, contact Joanne Dickson

at 826-4678.

(passageways

for pedestrians, etc.)

— Economics
Humboldt State is the California
State University and Colleges system’s
main
school
for environmentally

related studies, so environmental quality is of utmost concern.
Soil enhancment, wildlife habitats
and watershed maintenance will be
studied.
Safety
mreaniag
ue
passageways
igned to lessen t
possibility of physical assault. Lighted
areas which would ensure security
throughout the campus will be considered, Gallagher said.
The plan drawn in 1968 is now outdated, Gallagher said, because times
and values change.
The plan now under development
will lose about 10 percent of its value
every year, Gallagher said.
Written comments, suggestions and
ideas should be sent to Lawson’s office, Room 230, Nelson Hall West.

led)
Records
TDK S-AC90 Tapes;

Only $36
for a Case of 10!
822-1554

ETT

Don’t be
left behind!

y
tasting too. Because all the
natural things from the
tree are
into the Yogonut™ bar. Which is
packed in stores

$0 enjoy the Yogonut ber, And protect

a legend, please.

Plan your Summer
travels today...
air-rail-cruises

\[]77 935
G St. Arcata

\

9
oer
9

May

|
10

se
1031 ‘ef St.
Arcata

00 per
for
only sf = package

)
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are lucky
66/2 APR... here are the detatis!
Beginning now and ending on May 29, you will have
the opportunity to enter twenty ‘Be a Millionaire
Drawings," compliments of Coast Central Credit

Union. Drawings will be held every business day in
May. Each of the twenty winners will recieve, in
cash, the interest on one million dollars for one
full day, calculated at Coast's high regular share

account rate. Here is how you can enter and win!
Anyone who completes the attached entry blank and
deposits it at a branch office of Coast will be

credited with one drawing ticket.
Additional tickets may be earned by investing in one of
your Credit Union's unbeatable savings or checking
plans.

e
Coast's Be a Millionair
Grand Opening

enjoy... if you aren't a member, ask about
joining. Because you are attending HSU, it
is likely you are eligible. It could be the most
fortunate move you will ever make. We Are
All The Bank You Will Ever Need, More
Than A Bank Can Ever Be And We're Not A
Bank

@

accoun' » sured 10 $100,000 by
DB Each member
National Credit Union Administration

Administrator

At All, we would like to be your Credit

MEDICAL BRANCH, 2680 Harrison Ave., Eureka,445-880!
ARCATA BRANCH, 15! Giuntoli Lane, 822-2961
FORTUNA BRANCH, 1614 Main Street, 725-6195
CRESCENT CITY GRANCH, 201 H Street, 464-2177
ST. BERNARD'S STUDENT BRANCH, 222 Dollison St., Eureka, 442-6845

LLE BRANCH, 100 Airport Rd.,€ 623-3374
WEAVERVI
ma. 448-9404
TOWN BRANCH, Third @ KS
OLD

Wednesday,

By MARCOS MARTINEZ
:

The

congressmen
are lobbying on

staff weiter

Humboldt

our

Fishermen's

commercial

We

that

want

there’s

it

known

in

a problem

The inability to predict
how many
fla

axe ta the coten

causes protien

number
of fish which may be taken.

aren’t ae
fish to have an average harvest and
icoxse 5. seequees escapement,’*

the federal
Rett

The quota figure of 315,000 is based

ne

ee fishermen have sent more than 14,000 postcards
eee from as far south as Fort Bragg and as far north

as Crescent City.
The quota

The sociation has been_ active. in
oats ora management
which
favorable
to the economic
of

behalf.

——

Marketing Association, a group
representing local commercial
feicpoan, has protested the official
salmon management
plan for the 1981!
season.
The Pacific Fishermen’s Management Council proposes a combined
four-week closure and catch quota of
315,000 Chinook salmon.
“*The quota
aor
Tom Peters, secretary of the
A,

needs
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s

said

offshore

dian commercial
fishing in effect since

all along » $0 i it’s a a
ain te
direction,’’ Ste tokers; Ind
representative to the
shermen’s

sport

combined catch less than 10
percent of the salmon harvest, while
the offshore trollers bring in around90
percent of the catch.

more than 14,000
- This includes fishermen from as far south as
Fort Bragg and as far north as Crescent

ongressmen
D-Carmel Valley,

R-Crescent

Peters said $0 percent of the off-

» and probably won’t be decided without further

litigation.

Leon
Panetta,
and Don Clausen,

City, are now

1027 “I” St
Arcata
Between 10th
& lth Streets
822-6264

secking a

meeting with the commerce secretary,

NOW IN STOCK

EAGLES GIFT
LORD GOD MADE THEM ALL
ORIGINAL SINS
NOBLE HOUSE
SWEETSIR
TALES OF TONGUE FU
EVE'S RIE

id
Li

Castaneda
James Herroit
Lisa Alther

James Clavell
Helen Yglesias
Paul Krassner
Mariette Nowak

NORTHTOWN BOOKS
957 H STREET ARCATA

J OIL & TIRE CO INC.
Serving the Entire Numbeldt County Arca
TIRES
FOR ae
EVERY NEED
wae
BEST KNOWN FOR
A Complete
Stock of Tires for Renerican -

ANNUAL
SPRING
SALE
TWO

DAYS ONLY
FRI. & SAT.
MAY 1 and 2

20%
OFF
OUR
REGULAR
oa all strings...guiters,
bass,
20%

28%

OFF

BOOKS
&
methods,

classical,

transducers,

25%

& Sports Cars & Trucks & R.V.s

ALL

#$$OFF

popelar,

ALL

OFF

ELECTRONIC

pickups,

phasers,

ALL

wood, plastic, soprano, alto,

PRICE

banjo,

tenor

etc.

MUSIC
ete.

EFFECTS...
preamps,

etc.

RECORDERS...

UP TO 50% OFF SELECTED GUITARS, BANJOS,
MANDOLINS,
ELECTRICS,
BASSES,
etc.

OPER: ON - SAT 7 AMM - 10 08 SUNS AM. 100m

x [a=
822-5291]
ALSO MOBIL CREDIT CARDS

MANY OTHER AMAZING
SURPRISES

ae

ee

Athletes on wi
roll to victo!
By MAURA LANE
staff writer

’ a

LF,
.

x

.

KA

JS Be

his wheel at the start
ROBERT SHARP (above) gleams as a volunteer measures

of the slalom race Friday night.

An opportunity to compete athletically while reflecting a positi
Coast W
provided for the handicapped at last weekend's North
“Wheelchair sports put forth a positive image besides having
skills they can use in everyday life,’’ Cindy Welcker, director for
““All the benefits you can think of for sports for other peop
Wheelchair Olympics, too.”’
“*It’s good to compete. It gives you incentive to stay in shape,”’ J
competitor from Chico State University, said.
‘*it’s just good to socialize and meet your peers.
**You get to meet people facing life the same way as you have t
Events in the games included swimming, softball, archery, ¢
track and field.
Wheelchair competitions began after World War II when many
disabled and wanted to remain athletic.
Wheelchair Olympics began on the North Coast in 1972 as pa
Olympics. In 1980 the Wheelchair Olympics separated from the $
and started a wheelchair invitational.
College of the Redwoods, the California Wheelchair Athletics
the Humboldt Access Program sponsored this year’s games.

5

,
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7a
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|
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ee
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a
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Tos eee a
eet
ferencesCalifornia area

concom

we will pro.

baby

here,”

ave a,

MECRA

conference

up

The Cinco
de Mayo
festival,
however, is MEChA’s main event of
the year. The theme of the week-long
festival is ‘Chicanos in Art.’’
of Cinco de Mayo is to
“The

our culture with everyone,’ Marshare
cos Martinez, a MEChA member, said.
“We are trying to creale a sreater

awareness and educate people on the

The foremost event in the
Cs
*
ay

festival
ee

dance.
On Tieton,

celebration,
rito sale
a.m. and
"s Gomer
‘will pl

ll play

the

MEChA

in the quad begin
children from the
will be on-campus to break
On Friday the band Espree

in the quad.

=
on Tuesday, Rod
in the Kate Buchanan
women’s movement with a Chicana
hues.
The
. titled “‘La
at | p.m.
Chicana, ** will
films t tled we
Two
Also

of art titled
.”* The exhibit will be on
in the Nelson Hall Gallery May
os

The festival will begin in the quad at

sti

HELP 18 AS NEAR AS YOUR TELEPHONE

ROCK
AND ROLL
POSTERS
@ BUTTONS

Y
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4%. ere

a
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y
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A

607 H ST., EUREKA 446-0321

ee Na a

will be served.

be a studay
there will
On Wednes
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With lead vocalist Larry

Burnett

and a

new drummer and bass
player, Firefall is changing directions and obviously heading the right
way.
lesadata? in front of a sellout crowd of 1,700
people in HSU’s East Gym Sunday night, the
group gave the audience its
money’s worth.
However, there were a few problems
throughout the performance. Rick Roberts,
founder of the group, had to sing with a case of
bronchitis. ‘This forced lead guitarist and harmony vocalist Jock Bartley to take up the lead on
a few of the songs.
In an interview after the show, Bartley, who
has been with the group for the six years it has
existed, explained what singing lead was like.
**Rick leaned on me for vocal support so | sang
a couple of songs I never have before. I also
sang much higher than I normally do, because

Ricky couldn't reach the high ones. Considering
Rick’s throat, | think the show was a success.*‘
The group considered canceling
its performance

Sunday night, but Roberts felt his
handleit. His voice
number, ‘Stayin’ With

strained as the a

throat could

fine on the opening
It,’’ but became more

progressed. Due to this, the

Boulder, Colo. like Rick and Jock.
me up one day and asked me what

t

playing with them.

|

Well, it’s been

a month now. I’m not a permanent
member of
the band, I’m filling in for George Hawkins.
There is a possibility of me becoming a member.
Everything’s up in the air.’’
Relaxing after the show in his jumpsuit and

high-top tennis shoes, Stone said he

never

had any formal musical education and was self-

taught.

Stone's style is definitely polished and he

put on a fantastic performance.
Taking ex-drummer Michael Clarke's place is
Tris Imboden, of Laguna Beach.
imboden, who came from Kenny Loggins’
rhythm section, has been with Firefall for the past
year.
The musical diversity of David Muse on wood-

winds and keyboards was impressive.

Muse prov-

ed his ability on a number of songs with flute,
saxophone and harmouica solos. Muse has been
with the band since it was first formed.
“*I’ve —
Rick same: Sate Se po seagt —
we practically grew up together.
We
in
our first rock ’n’ roll band in high school
together,’’ Muse said.

use has been with Firefall for six years but

wasn’t a member of the band until its second
album came out.
“*1 was a study musician on the first album and
then became a member on the second,”’ he said.
**I really like how Firefall is trying new stuff. We
don’t want to be recognized for just one style or
our love ballads.’
(continued
on page 15:

Photos by
Rex Morgan
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Muldaur doesn’t ‘put these

sional bumps and grinds.

By MICHELLE BUTCHER
staff writer

Picking up a violin, she proved her
instrumental ability, along with her

t may have been midnight
at the
oasis, but Maria ie
pa these
camels anything but to bed.

Singing to a full house during a 7
ee: performance at Bret Harte's

ednesday
show that

night, Muldaur put on a
her audience clapping

their hands and singing along.

Accompanied
by a four-man,
backup band, Muldaur successfully
performed her version of songs 7 such
artists as Dolly Parton, Dan
Hicks,
Gar Rundgren, J.J. Cale and Bonnie
tt.

MARIA MULDAUR
at Bret Harte's.

camels to bed’

Muldaur’s first number was a song
off her 1974 ‘Waitress in the Donut
Shop" album, called ‘I'm a Woman."
The song, as well as Muldaur’s
dynarnic stage presence, was emphasized with spirited hip action and
occa-

vocal ability, on a
ly Parton song,
**In My Tennessee Mountain Home.”
It had a quick, foot-stompin’ beat

which brought the crowd’s harc's
together.
With the help and excellence of lead
uitarist John Girton and bass player

Muldaur

put

out

Love,”

with

keyboard

player

Rick

Separter Game 8 sepere ten Sad ae
helping out with background vocals.

‘*Muldaur put on a show
that that her audience
clapping their hands and
singing along.*°

ve Tolmie,

Drummer Wally Drogus had a brief,
but admirable solo, on a Bonnie Raitt
number, ‘‘Standin’ By the Same Old

an

energetic set of “‘scoobie doos'’ and
on a finger-snappin’
“doo whaas"
Dan Hicks song.

Of course there was the expected and
anticipated ‘‘Midnight at the Oasis.”
Again, Muldaur was a credit to her
profession.
However, the climax of the evening
came at the encore, with Muldaur singing a gospel song ‘‘Brothers and
Sisters.’’ This brought the house to its
feet, and the clapping and singing
became intense once again.
Maria Muldaur has a good vocai
range and had absolutely no trouble
reaching the high notes. She was consistantly great throughout the entire
performance.

Cotten & Seeger bring Old South to Arcata
@y LEE MAXCY
staff writer

A little corn bread, some black-eyed

peas and a smoky wood fire were all
that was missing on Friday night when

Elizabeth Cotten and Mike Seeger per-

formed their brand of Southern rural
music at HSU.
Seeger, the founding member of the
New Lost Ciold-time string band

ty Ramblers, plays a variety of instruments, including autoharp, fiddle,

banjo, guitar and jew’s harp.
During a 40-minute opening he
showed the audience his expertise in all

the instruments he played. His versatility was illustrated as he switched
from instrument to instrument, and
once even played two at the same time.

The

Women

' Cut and Styling
* By Cindy and Joyce
Arcata Hairshop

877 9th St. 822-391"
(NEXT 10 MARINO'S)

39.00

APES
ta NE 30

captured

by

feel at

room,

or so it seemed,

and

show

them some good old-fashioned music
and fun.

a

plays only traditional music

with the
exception of ‘‘New Freedom
March,”’ which Seeger composed for
the autoharp.
**] say composed because I never

LEARN TO
SAIL!

(HSU Students)
37.00

was

home. He brought them into his livin

Hair Cut Special
Men

audience

Seeger’s ability to make them

e $15 for 4 lessons

e Sponsored
by the HSU
Sailing Club
e Call 839-4182 or
839-1070 to register
e Limited to 12 people

wrote it,’’ Seeger said of the song.
Seeger brought the audience a brand
of rural music that was pure and simple. He played and sang with the enthusiasm of someone who truly loves
his music. He ended his set with an encore of banjo tunes and later came out
of songs with Cotten.
play a couple
to
Cotten was born some 88
lizabeth
ago in Chapel Hill, N.C. At the
years
to work as a maid
ageof 1 she began
for 75 cents a monthin order to buy
her first guitar, a $3.75 Stella.
Cotten’s first song was written
around 1906 and was inspired by the

(4)

sound

of

a freight

train.

tist.

In the 1980s Cotten took a job with
«

CLCS OFFERS:
Reasonable expenses & Travel

Concentrated study in Taiwan
‘Extensive course listing

Full university credit

ENTRY DAES: 4/1-6/12; €. 16-9/4; 9/21-12/18
First Quarter: Tuition $780; Housing $200

Accepting applications for all quarters
For Free Information:
PO

Box 18563

Chinese Language and Cuttura! Studies

Long Beach, CA 90815

iviephone. (213)897-361

BACKPACKS
THE STANDARD
OF THE
INDUSTRY
SINCE 1962
° Sa

he

ney

® Stretch frames for the growing
backpacker.
e The classic frame pack in modets
toa

socceesces=

COUPON

specials

expire

backpack.

rcata Transit Authority
650 TENTH ST ARCATA OPEN 106 MON-SAT 622.2200

§-G

rerocre

oat, see

Chinese Language and Cultural Studies

KELTY

Sebastiani Pinot Noir Blanc
Cuervo Gold Tequila 760 mi.
Lejon Champagne:
{ Robert Mandavi Magnum

‘Freight

Train’’ has become a folk-country
standard and has been recorded by
many artists, including Peter, Paul and
Mary; Pete Seeger; and Chet Atkins.
Her career was interrupted early-on
when she found religion. She was told
by the deacon of her Baptist church she
couldn't truly have religion if she was
playing ‘‘them old worldly songs.’’ She
t away her guitar and turned to being a housewife (at IS) and a good Bap-

‘

Swingshit.

& p.m.

Humboldt

Cultural

© CAN

REVUE: Social satire, ot the Jembslays.
8:30 p.m.
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“The Rose.” 10 p.m. Founders
Hall Aud. $2.
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Bar
6 Grit

HUMBOLDT
FILM FESTIVAL: ‘Best of the
Fest 769:300.m
Gist Hell Theater. $2.25.
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kept on singing,

Firefall plays to capacity crowd
According to some of the local radio
Stations, R
§ was a former member
of The Byrds.
When asked about that, he said in a
raspy whisper, ‘‘Wow, | know I've
done a lot of different things, but 1
never knew | played with The Byrds. |
was a member of a group called The
Flying
Burrito Brothers and also

played with Linda Ronstact, but not
The Byrds.’’
From HSU the group travels to
Southern California to give a show at
the University of Southern California
on May 27.
Roberts was sure his voice

would hold out for that showing, but

felt the group might have to start
canceling later performances until his
throat got better.

May

13 & 14

Petitions for office available
now in NHE 112 Due 5-1-81

Get Your A.S. Together
For more informat
call io
826-3n
771
Paid for by Associated

Students.

PE Romine
*—'

Ad

paid

tor

by

Financial

Aid

to whales.

Office.
See your travel agent. Or give us a call at 600-426-5049. In Washington, call 800-562-5222.

ote bt

te

sas

eres

29, 1981

doubt {ll make the na“4
tionals. 5-5 is what I’d have to clear,
and that’s seven inches over what I’m
now

my

volleyball

develop

my

agility,”

chase the vans considering gas prices.

“Instead of having 10 or 15 people
driving their own cars, they could all
save gas and money by driving in one
van.”

The money to pay for the vans
would come from the UC reserves set
aside
for the Outdoor
Center.
said the center would
Lindemenn

charge a ‘‘depreciation fee”’ to the van
users, which he said would eventually

allow the vans to pay for themselves.
When the vans wear out the Outdoor

Center would then have enough capital
to replace them.

:

*s volleyball team for four
spent three of those years as
captain. She was voted most
aluable player for two consecutive
s and earned positions on the first
second Golden State Conference
s her junior and senior years.
Child said the worst thing about

298 B82

tiarsportation
for the ‘‘service
ogi
nization’ that takes students on
backpacking and skiing trips. He noted
fewer students drive cars now and the
ones who do have smaller ones. He
also pointed out only one in six
students volunteer to drive.
Fach van would be able to carry 15
a
and their luggage.
Lindemenn said he feels it would be
‘en: ironmentally appropriate’’ to pur-

q
5i

:

sf zt : i

JumPiid said che finds a big difference
on the two teams.
in competing

competing for HSU is the distance the
team usually has to travel for a game.
really breaks into social
“That
time,”’ she said.

Child also said the volleyball team
has a problem with unaggressive

members.
No. | priority is
“Most ee"
Child said, ‘‘and they can’t
school,”

put 100 percent of themselves into the
s*ort.”’
This season is Child’s first on the
HSU track team. She competes as a
high jumper.
Child qualified for the Golden State
Conference at U.C. Davis by high jumping 4-10.
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Mammoth vacation ends up in Yosemite
fuel melting snow to fill up all of our
water bottles.
There we were, four ski moun-

SCOTT LEWIS
guest writer

**Hey
~

8 a

we're camped on

top of a lake,’
Our heads po

out of the tent

and the bright morning light revealed

that in the
darkness and exhaustion of
the previous night, we had unknowingly made camp on top of a frozen lake.

Tim cleared some snow
poked his ski
through
thin section of underlying
hit water. Though
quite
our discovery
to
Practical use since we used

away and
a relatively
ice until he
py
be of litt
up precious

Tennis tournament
slated
for May

taineers in the middle of a five-day,
$0-mile expedition from Mammoth

Mountain to Yosemite to Lee Vining
along the eastern crest of the Sierra
Nevada
It was at
that was to lead us over
four passes and through clevations
ranging from 6,781 to 11,600
feet.
It was a trek that would deal us a
whole gamut of weather conditions,
varying from blistering, bright sunlight
to wind-driven, icy snow that came
down sideways at 35 knots and bit
sharply into the face like minute
razors.
Part of the challenge of winterwilderness travel is to meet and overcome obstacles. Before we had skiied
even a couple hundred yards from the
main lodge at Mammoth, we had
already encountered a barrage of
obstacles that nearly defeated us.
First, the U.S. Forest Service district
one at Mammoth had dogmatically
us a wilderness permit under the.
excuse that avalanche conditions were
the worst in 12 years.
He stressed the Forest Service would
not come looking for us if we got lost
or hurt. We were on our own,
Second, the mountains were engulf-

vanced

and

north, paying close attention not to
position ourselves atop any precarious
cornices. Our first camp
was made
high on an unexposed ridge.
The challenge posed by equipment

failures

right away. On the se-

cond morning, the sole (heel included)

of my boot parted from the leather.
After” a little brainstorming between
Mark Fritzke and myself, I stitched the
sole onto the leather using some wire
from our o_o
com
repair kit.
Mark’s binding was the next thing to
fail as the three mounting screws stripped out of the lami
ski.

Following a little more cognition,
Mark drilled the three holes clear

through the pretex on the bottom of
the ski and securely fastened the binding with some more of that life-saving

wire.

The second day blessed us with some
(continued on page 18)

A benefit for

aeam

of the River

_ RIVER NIGHT
DISPLAYS:

DOMESTIC AUTO
AUS S

MAY 2

women’s

All HSU students, faculty and staff

are eligible to play.
Entry forms are available at the
University
Center information desk
“4 .m., Thursday, May
1.50 per person for
sit
and 75 cents for doubles.
more a.
about the
eomdanant
Bob
Howard
at

|

826-3358.

raffle to be held for 2 life vests, a car-top
carrier and an inflateable kayak.

EVALUATION and
DIAGNOSIS ONob oe

beginning-intermediate
and

long, 30-degree slopes.
Leaning against the wind, we headed

3 movies on whitewater kayaking and rafting.

The Annual Spring
Intramural Tennis Tournament will be held on Satur7
Sunday, May 9 and 10.
will be men’s and women’s adsingles, and men’s
doubles divisions.

ed in a large cold front that was blowing hard and dumping heavy snow. It
gave the appearance it would be
around for awhile.
As we skiied into the storm, sinkin
to mid-thigh in the fresh powder, a
four of us silently harbored the same
incredulous doubt within our minds:
‘*We plan to do 60 miles in this stuff?”’
Perseverance and a little reckless
stupidity paid off, however, for only a
few hours later we found ourselves at
Minoret Summit.
The storm
was
giving way to
glorious rainbows arching in the west
over Mount Ritter, Mount Bonner and
the Minorets. The headwaters of the
San Joaquin River a
us, while
to the east we could
see man-made
Crawley
Lake and man-destroyed
Mono Lake.
Sticking close to a wind-sculptured
ridge to avoid the avalanche danger,
our motley crew pressed on across

!

Toyota Datsun

Arcata

Complete machine shop.
Hot tanking, boring, valve grinding
and welding services available.
ENGINE PARTS SOLD
1795 Alliance
Rd., Arcata

622-552)

Special Prices on these Beers
Domestics

imports

Blitz Weinhard
Schlitz

Neche Bueno
Salvador

Foster lager

Kayaks, rafts, canoes and river touring gear.

7:30 P.M.

ge

Community Center, 14th and D Streets.

$2 Adults & 75¢ under 12
Ratfle tickets $1 each
Sponsored
by:
Arcata Transit Authority, Northcoast Environmental
Center in Arcata and Northern Surpius in Eureka.

40) (asm alls IVOTV COaSI
with our passport

4 pecks & 25 a.

Other fine selections of imports
Spaten Optimator
Spaten Oktoberfest
Tecate
Certe Blanca
Schemic

Red Stripe

Stingo

O'Keele Ale

Old Peculiér
Yorkshire
Ale
Amstel
Negra Modelo

KRkekk&kKkK

KEGS AVAILABLE

Village
Liquors
822-0753
Westwood Shopping Center

See your travel agent. Or give us a call at 600-426-5049. In Washington, call 800-562-5222.
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trom ued
«ontin

t. With Roger In-

lip-scorching

nes and his eros-county stamina Soe
ly blazing the trail like a biathlon

champion, we skittered across the high
ridges and passed San Joaquin Mountain.

Though we occasionally joked about
trees on the distant slopes being ot her

skiers, we were the only humans in this

**If we don’t make that pass oan.

“s

never make it to Lee Vining

time.””
: a
or it.”

in

there’s no question. Let’s go

With a traverse and side-step combo,
we started crawling up the slick slope.

A slip could have been quite disastrous
and, at the very least, a painful and

winter wilderness. The responsibility
ours but rn it came an ex=
ilarating sense 0 aie.
long, with each
All of the days were

time-consuming slide.

onset of darkness.

Darkness and the low contrast of the
together to
white stratum were cou
. Turning at
make vision almost u

evening finding us skiing well past the
The goals set each morning had to be

attained or we would not reach Lee
Vining in time. Our food supply would
run out. Though the push proved to be
exhausting, both the sense of acc-

complishment gained and the physical
experience far outweighed any negative
aspects.
Our greatest challenge came midwa.

through the sojourn when we stood
staring at a 45
ee icy wall that led
600 fect up over Donohue Pass. The

sun

had

just

vanished

behind

the

mountains and total darkness was just
30 minutes away.

As darkness fell, Mark broke away

from the lead while Tim, struggling
his

with

non-metal

dragged

skis,

behind.

the end of each traverse became a real

exercise in concentration without the
aid of vision to maintain balance.
Finally, an hour and a half after

dark, we gained the pass and unknow-

ingly set camp on the top of a small
lake.
The next morning, while Roger
up some delicious omelets, |
whi

dealt

with

the

problem

of

minor

frostbite. My leaky boot had allowed
water to freeze around my toes and
chafe my heel.

THE SPROUTED

1 lanced

my

big

toe,

which

Day five brought us to the Ti

had

Pass road which was covered with at

swollen three-eighths inches in length,
‘and ba
my heel which still oozed blood

through

least eight feet of snow. As a new
storm began, we forged our way to the

the leaky
boot and

pass, continually st

left a trail of red spots behind me for

the rest of the “i =
Though the
frostbite only killed
about four layers of skin and didn’t
necessitate amputation, it made my
toes more
susceptible to future
frostbite and drove home a hard lesson
about
using boots beyond
their
lifetime.
;
Churning a trailing plume of snow
behind us, we descended rapidly into
Lyell ee
and followed its gradual
ogress toward Tuolumne
downwar
Meadows.
Far in the distance loomed
Cathedral Peak and Ragged Peak, two
mighty overseers of the meadows.
the descent, as | was winging between two trees, one of my skipoles got
caught and snapped cleanly in two.
Patching it with a section of a sapling
limb proved to be ridiculously inadequate as it gave the pole the rigidity of
a rubber crutch.

Disgusted, | jammed it in my pack

and skiied the second
journey with one pole.

leg

of

our

our skis on account of t
a
€ were

: Lunch

WIN—A

Houseboat
44-foot

Houseboat
Lake —

Week-long
on

imperial

on
(equipped to

ms

pass

by

few hard spills on the icy pavement and

a shift of walking, we finally arrived at
Highway 39$ only an hour before the

deadline we had set at the beginning of

our adventure.
Mark hitchhiked back to Mammoth
Mountain to
pick up the car. He also

went back to the Forest Service station.

Dirty, sunburned, tired and sore but
feeling mentally solidified and emotionally high, he ambled into the office
with a rather smug facade.
**Hi there,"’ he said with a he-wholaughs-last gleam in his eye. ‘‘I’d like
to apply for a post-dated wilderness
permit.”’
Touche!

826 G St.
Arcata 822-1072

: Dinner

KA

a

the

skiing,” where all one needed to do
was stand on his skis.
After an exhilarating downhill run, a

SEED

Monday—Friday 7 a.m.—8 p.m.
Saturday (Brunch) 8 a.m.—2 p.m.
1604 G Street

at

from

zarre snow

35-knot tail winds which made for
about three miles of high speed ‘‘wind

Vegetarian Cuisine
Breakfast

greeted

ng wax

Arcata

10%

OFF

automotive supplies

with student 1.D.

except
sale items)

Check our automotive supplies. . . We'll be good to you.

STICK IT
AND WIN
WITH 1340
KATA

dy, wo THOUSANDS OF
Hotel and Casino
DOLLARS IN PRIZES
in Reno (includes acCabaret
comodations,
Show and a Casino Bonus)
YOUR STICKER AT:
GET
Albums
Village Liquors...Westwood
Tae PUT A
WIN—Appliances,
Shopping Center, Arcata
T.P.
Tire....1267 Guintoli Lane,
BUMPER.
KATA
Angelo’s...—Forcata—Eureka
STICKER ON YOUR
The Record Store...326 Sth St.,
Eureka—1620 G St., Arcata
Anita
Shops...Sth
and F, Eureka
YOU
NOW. WHEN
CAR
John Ehret Dodge...4th and A,
Eureka
E
LICENS
YOUR
HEAR
Store...109 Sth St., Eureka
D.N. Tire...Sth and C, Eureka
Superior
Auto Paint and
RADIO
NUMBER ON
1340 KATA, CALL IN AND WIN! The Locker Room...525 E St.,
EVERY DAY.
W I N NES
Fun Package at The

Arcata

tuna—McKinleyville—Ar-

Bob’s

Army—Navy

Outdoor

Custom...Sth and Commercial,
Eureka

>

Eureka
Dinsmore
Eureka

‘

ape

a)

Pe

Paint...3rd

and
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at KINKO’S with

Student Discounts

on foreign and domestic car parts

Foreign Car Parts
at 7th & E in Eureka and Arcata store

REGULAR

BOND COPIES 4¢ EACH

KINKO'S COPY & PRINT SHOP
1618 G ST. ARCATA
822-87 12
|

\__@PEN 7 BAYS

A WEEK

Arcata 589 otn st. 822-2411
Eureka 215 ath st. 442.1786

McKinleyville 2015 central ave. 839-1786
Mon-Fri 8-5
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Sharks, crocodiles, jungle tribes

Mmini iad

deel

r e

Adventu

s river trip —
challenge brotheron

armThere are three types of adventurers — the ic
chair adventurer who reads National Geograph
a grow-

magazine, the well-financed adventurer andwith foring group of people who say the hell
malities, ee a spot on the map and go.
brothers, two of whom
Three
HSU, are in the latter category.

graduated

from

the Sepik river in Papua New Guinea
They pi
and spent 21 days this winter ka aking 750 miles of
the river, plus $0 miles of coastline.

Mark and Tony Stearns came up with the idea
while kayaking the Trinity River last fall.
Tony, a medical student at the University of

in
Southern California, had volunteered to work
Guinea for a month and had just finishkayaking on the Trinity one of us
he idea of doing a river in New
0

any of the

. “but the
we liked vs
and
across
came
we
one
Sepik was the first
a
the name.”’
the
of
nds
highla
central
the
in
starts
The
drops 2,000 feet before emptying into the
island
Pacific Ocean.
Mark graduated from HSU last fall and saw the
adventure as a graduation present to himself.
in the trip,

With the aid of a guide they were able to reach
several remote villages that hadn't been visited by

ong

any

ven Se

be handled.

a bit scary. We knew
big unknown factor that was situatio
ns that would

we could be confronted with

Tribal

still
warfare
wean ait

occurs

in

s 0

f New

Guinea, Mark said, and at one pebetioes the trail
they met several hunters.

asked them about the different arrows they

““We
and they told us one was for killing birds,
carried,

sf i

if theycarry
T would imagineew
oid
on
said:
Mark
to.us,"
ar
unfamili
bethestotally
‘aan
the
of
miles
riculd be able to kayak the first 70

"althoug

On

the kayak needed minor repairs.
two occasions the brothers had good

